Boardmeeti ng 9
part I
February 1995

Present

Martien Kooyman, Jeff Gordon, Fiede Ingwersen, Carlo Kreiner, Inger
Johansson, Nimet Salem, Thomas Renz, George Rynick, Ron Kissick,
Terry Cole and Johan Maertens

Agenda
1•

Report boardmeeting 8
Enclosed (annex 1) you find the report of boardmeeting 8.

Remarks :
I agree with the new terminology proposed by the teaching fellows (April 194)
(assistant therapist, institute therapist) > Martien Kooyman.
A good meeting> George Rynick.

2.

Status of assistant therapist
In the former meeting the board decided against the change in terminology. This
item will be put on the agenda of the international conference in Washington,
USA, later this year.
The board still has to agree on the content of the term 'status of assistant
therapist' (and institute therapist) ..

2.1.

Criteria
1.

Assistant (Casriel) therapist:
therapy is finished
their work is paid
for their continual personal work in Casriel therapy (NIP) the
problem of transference has to be considered to decided if this
can go with the same teaching Casriel therapist (fellow). This
judgement is again the responsibility of the teaching Casriel
therapist (fellow).

2.

Institute (Casriel) therapist
finished the third phase of the ISNIP training

2.2.

Procedure
1.

Assistant (Casriel) therapist:
they are enlisted by the chapter as assistant (Casriel) therapist on
demand of the teaching Casriel (fellow) psychotherapist that takes
this responsibility
they pay the membershipsfee of a member

2.

Institute (Casriel) therapist - in addition to the procedure for the training
for (Casriel) psychotherapist (fellow) :
the institute that will take the responsibility for the clinical work
proposes the candidate for training
the supervision of the institute Casriel institute (therapist) will be
done by a teaching Casriel psychotherapist (fellow) and agreed
in a three partite agreement which is an ongoing condition to be
enlisted as an institute (Casriel) therapist by the chapter

Remarks:
The institute therapist should finish the total training including running and
leading groups under supervision by a Casriel-psychotherapist. The only
difference is that, due to other training, the institute therapist can not lead
groups outside an institute, taking the responsibility of psychotherapist, the
supervision is done Dill by a Casriel-psychotherapist but by a professional of the
institute> Martien Kooyman.
Johan Maertens
Martien Kooyman
Jeff Gordon
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz

yes
no
pers.
yes
yes

No decision is taken because of the lack of answers.

3.

European Association for Psychotherapy (EAP) (annex 2)
On the 2nd December Johan Maertens attended to a meeting of the European
Association for Psychotherapy (EAP). This organisation was founded in 1990 by
Austria, Switzerland and Germany and was joined in 1992 by France and
England. At the moment they have 19 members.
The association helps founding the national organisation for countries that don't
have one. The main principles of the EAP are written in the declaration of
Strasbourg (see annex 2).
The EAP defends psychotherapy as a profession that cannot be claimed by
psychology and medicine as in Italy for instance. They aim at a full training

program (± 7 years), next to the faculties of psychology and medicine with of
course the necessary links.
I presented the Flemish/Dutch society as a member for the new Belgium
organisation and I need an official mandate to represent the VBP (Vereniging
voor Bonding Psychotherapie).
Also on the European level we need to be officially represented. Each therapy
organisation that has a European association can have one extra seat in the EAP
next to the national representations. This is an item for the agenda of this
Boardmeeting because the representation must be official before the end of
January 95. In February there are serious negotiations with the EC
commissioners about the EAP as EC advisor and representant of psychotherapy?

3.1.

Do the European chapters agree to give Johan Maertens a mandate for the EAP

Remarks:
The v.B.P. should be a member of the E.A.P. > Martien Kooyman.
I can only speak for myself - the D.G.N.I.P. Meets in March + could decide as a
chapter then> Jeff Gordon.
Also wonder how I.S.N.I.P. regards I.A.G.P. (lnt. Assoc. of Group
Psychotherapy); how about being a member there? > Inger Johansson.
I agree with Thomas (see his comments) > Nimet Salem.
I don't consider the E.A.P. as representative of European psychotherapists: the
signers of the Declaration of Strasbourg represent the associations opposite (dr.
art. 1) the laws that request the study of psychology or medicine as basic
education (as in Italy for example). The associations as "Society for Exploration
of Psychotherapy Integration (SEPf) or Int. Society for Psychotherapy Research
(SPR) can be considered as rigorous and professional> Thomas Renz.
I feel the Americans would also be willing to help and the mandate should be
from 1.s.N.I.P. > George Rynick.
U.S. involvement? > Ron Kissick.
I am not European chapter, please include the Americans in this> Terry Cole.
Johan Maertens
Martien Kooyman
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick
Terry Cole

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no & tel.
no
yes
yes

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).

3.2.

Are the European chapters ready to share the costs for attending those meetings?
Frequency and places are not yet know. The first meeting will be in June 1995
in Zurich.

Remarks:
I have to clear this general meeting in March; I think it will be O.K. > Jeff
Gordon.
Do we have enough money? > Inger Johansson.
I feel the Americans would also be willing to help> George Rynick.
The Americans need to be included in these decisions and I back support the
mandate for Johan and would support sharing costs within available recourses>
Terry Cole.
Johan Maertens
Martien Kooyman
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick

yes
yes
abst.
pers.
yes
yes
no
no
yes

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).

4.

World Council Psychotherapy

4.1.

Who is candidate to give a lecture on Bonding psychotherapy at the first
congress of the World Council for Psychotherapy (WCP) from 1-5 July 1995 in
Vienna?
I was asked to do the co-ordination for ISNIP and EAP.

I think we can give a big lecture in a plenary session and several workshops
during this congress. Send me your proposals urgently.

Not yet known> Martien Kooyman.
According to me there is no non-European country or non-E.A.P. associations
that participate in this foundation> Thomas Renz.
I would like to give a workshop. I would be willing to prepare and deliver a
lecture if asked. I would concentrate on what N.t.P. offers that is distinctly our
contribution in integrating emotions with intellect> George Rynick.
Johan, Peter, Martien, Kon! > Ron Kissick.

4.2.

June 95 in Zurich the World Council for Psychotherapy (W.c.P.) will be
founded. I will try to be accepted as a member representing ISNIP if the Board
agrees

4.2.1. to give me an official mandate

Remarks:
I support Johan in his effort and I.S.N.I.P. in the collaboration with E.AP. and
W.c.P.
Johan Maertens
Martien Kooyman
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick
Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).
4.2.2. that the chapters agree to pay for the extra travelling costs for attending these
meetings

Remarks:
Probably, again I discuss with the D.G.N.I.P. > Jeff Gordon.
Will have to be cleared with the D.G.N.I.P. > Fiede Ingwersen.
If we have the money> Inger Johansson.
Within available recourses> Terry Cole.
Johan Maertens
Martien Kooyman
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
George Rynick
Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

yes
yes
pers.
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).
These platforms of EAP and WCP will offer opportunities to promote bonding
and our international Casriel institute.

5.

Finance - balance sheet USA (annex 3)
Hereby a copy of financial summary 1993 and 1994 of the American ISNIP
account for your information (more details at the international office).
We have asked Rachel Light (treasurer USA) to clearly separate the ASNIP and
ISNIP account per 01/01/95. If necessary the ISNIP money can be transferred
from the USA account to the European account.

No Remarks

6.

International Casriel Institute
The very first workshop was cancelled due to a lack of participants. We adapted
the numbers, and the first (2nd) workshop had 6 participants. We cancelled the
second (3rd) workshop due to a lack of participants. Now we have decided to
go on with the program as planned from the third workshop onwards to give the
program and the group a chance to grow. With every workshop we cancel we
disappoint the ones who enlisted. For December we have 7 participants and for
the following workshop 9 candidates.
I propose to continue the training and to a risk some costs per person (under the
ten participants).
An evaluation of the International Casriel Institute 1994 will follow.

Remarks:
Cost per workshop is too high! For that reason urgently revise fast for
therapists who structure the theory programme (the committee ?) > Martien
Kooyman.
Good decision. It is worth trying> Nimet Salem.
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Additions / corrections

2.

Status of assistant-therapist and institute therapist

2.1.

Criteria

1.

Assistant therapist:
therapy is finished
their work is paid
for their continual personal work in NIP therapy the problem
of transference has to be considered to decided if this can go with
the same teaching fellow therapist. This judgement is again the
responsibility of the teaching fellow therapist

Remarks:
I need more information about this> Jeff Gordon.
This is a variable issue related to specific T.F. and member-in-training ;
exception could be made> Ron Kissick.
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick
Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

pers.
pers.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve {and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington}.

2.

Institute therapist
finished the third phase of the ISNIP training
Remarks:

I need more information about this> Jeff Gordon.
This is not clear. What is the difference if a Fellow works at the institute
or if a Teaching Fellow does? > George Rynick.
This is not clear to me. I need more information and to be part of
discussions about this> Terry Cole.
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick
Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

pers.
pers.
yes
yes
yes
yes
pers.
yes
per.

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).
2.2.

Procedure
1.

Assistant therapist:
they are enlisted by the chapter as assistant therapist on
demand of the teaching fellow psychotherapistthat takes this
responsibility
they pay the membershipsfee of a member
Remarks:
Member in training> Inger Johansson.
I don/t understand this. I will ask at the teaching fellow meeting in April >
George Rynick.
Should pay higher I.S.N.I.P. fee since I presume they are engaged in paid
work> Ron Kissick.
I am not clear on this> Terry Cole.
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick

pers.
pers.
yes
no
yes
yes
pers.

Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

no
pers.

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).
2.

Institute therapist - in addition to the procedure for the training for
fellow psychotherapist:
the institute that will take the responsibility for the clinical work
proposes the candidate for training
the supervision of the institute will be done by a teaching fellow
psychotherapist and agreed in a three partite agreement which is
an ongoing condition to be enlisted as an institute therapist by the
chapter

I don't understand this. I will ask at the teaching fellow meeting in April >
George Rynick.
I am not clear on this> Terry Cole.
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick
Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

pers.
pers.
yes
yes
yes
yes
pers.
yes
pers.

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).

6.

International Casriellnstitute
The very first workshop was cancelled due to a lack of participants. We adapted
the numbers, and the first (2nd) workshop had 6 participants. We cancelled the
second (3rd) workshop due to a lack of participants. Now we have decided to
go on with the program as planned from the third workshop onwards to give the
program and the group a chance to grow. With every workshop we cancel we
disappoint the ones who enlisted. For December 94 we have 7 participants and
for the following workshop 9 candidates.
I propose to continue the training and to a risk ... costs per workshop (\.,lnder ~he
ten participants) (31 BEF = 1 $).

5
6
7
8
9

participants
participants
participants
participants
participants

-38.000
-27.000
-16.000
-5.000
+6.000

BEF
BEF
BEF
BEF
BEF

-1 .225
-870
-51 6
-161
+193

$ for the
$ for the
$ for the
$ for the
$ for the

whole
whole
whole
whole
whole

workshop
workshop
workshop
workshop
workshop

An evaluation of the International Casriel Institute 1994 will follow.

Remarks:
Asa will be in touch with you concerning her visit I.C./. in February. Will you
explain this to her? > Inger Johansson.
I don't understand the "per person" cost. Is the right hand column the total gain
or loss? (for that session with that number attending ?) If that is the 1illalloss and
not the per-person loss then I vote YES. If it costs that for each person, then NO
> George Rynick.
If the cost listed is per person: NO. If the cost listed is total cost: YES > Terry
Cole.
Jeff Gordon
Fiede Ingwersen
Carlo Kreiner
Inger Johansson
Nimet Salem
Thomas Renz
George Rynick
Ron Kissick
Terry Cole

pers.
pers.
yes
tel.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Before taken a decision we will talk this over at the Teaching Fellow
Conference in Bogeve (and if necessary at the international conference in
Washington).

General remarks
1.

2.

Due to a misunderstanding in the international office, the boardmeeting
has been send to Carlo Kreiner instead ofSilvio Quirico until now. We
apologise for that and promise to send next boardmeeting directly to
Silvio.
Since both Jeff Gordon as Fiede Ingwersen have send their fax from
Jeff's office and both have about the same handwriting, we could
always make out who wrote what. Our excuses for possible mix.:.ups.

